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To the Palm Beach Town Council,  

I have lived in the Town of Palm Beach for over 25 years.  

I have agreed to Co-Chair the upcoming Palm Beach Navy SEAL Evening of Tribute, which is taking 

place at The Breakers Hotel on April 6th, 2022.  

The Palm Beach Evening of Tribute is an amazing 501C3 organization and biennial event, benefitting the 
Navy SEAL Foundation and the Navy SEAL Museum.  

The Tribute honors the Navy SEALs for their dedication, their courage, and the personal sacrifices they 
make every day in defense of our nation, and the beliefs we hold so dear.  

I would like to make two requests:  

1. Previously, the Town Council had approved out request to stage the Helicopter for the Navy Seal 
Demonstration on the Town of Palm Beach’s property, which is located on the 3 acres between N 
Quadrille Blvd and 6th Street, east of the railroad tracks. The helicopter Pilot did not like this location 
to stage the helicopter landing and take off.  
 
The pilot had requested that we stage the helicopter at the Breakers Driving Range, which is 
very large and convenient for the demonstration The reason for this request is that during the 

Event at the Breakers on April 6th 2022, The Navy SEALs will be flying a helicopter over the ocean 
behind the Breakers Hotel beach club. The SEALs need a nearby staging area for the helicopter to 
prepare for the flight 

The Breakers has already approved the use of the Breakers Driving Range for the Helicopter 
Staging Area. It will be after the Driving Range is closed for the evening and no golfers will be 
present there.  

2. We would also like to withdraw the approval to use the Town-Owned Land in West Palm Beach 
for then staging area on April 6th.  We won’t need access to this land at all. 

We will be providing the appropriate liability forms and waivers to the Town of PB for the staging of the 
helicopter and the jump at The Breakers.  

Thank you very much!  
Sincerely,  
 
 
Matthew K. Smith 
Co-Chair Palm Beach Navy Seal Evening of Tribute  


